
QuoVadis' Sealsign enables legally effective electronic signing of any file type by using an 
electronic company stamp (certificate). Signed documents thus acquire evidential value, as they 
guarantee integrity (unchangeability) and authenticity (which company signed the document) 
towards the recipient and the legislator. Documents electronically signed with QuoVadis' 
Sealsign, such as invoices, fully meet the requirements of electronic archiving 
(Geschäftsbücherverordnung GeBüV) as well as the Swiss Signature Act (ZertES).

Your benefits in one view

Sealsign
Electronic mass signature solution. Ensures document integrity 
and authenticity and enables electronic archiving.

Whether in SMEs or large companies - your still paper-based business processes can be 
digitized with QuoVadis' Sealsign and thus significantly optimized, cost-reduced and 
accelerated. Your digital documents, such as invoices, receipts, etc., gain confidence by 
signing with QuoVadis' Sealsign because their integrity and authenticity are ensured, thereby 
meeting all requirements for electronic archiving. You achieve a significant increase in 
efficiency and cost savings - both in the document processing and archiving process. For 
you and your customers!

Value-added digitalization of your business processes

Highly secure & 
privacy compliant: 
Documents never 

leave the customer 
environment

cloud & on premise 
possible

Qualified timestamp 
included

Platform-/
application 

independant

UN/EDIFACT 
compatible

PDF-, XML-, CMS-
Signing available

Strong increase in 
efficiency & cost 

reduction

Meets the legal 
requirements of 
GeBüV & ZertES

Regulated 
company seal 

Highly scalable and 
resilient service

Simple, fast and 
guided integration: 

web interface or 
input/output folder

Digital processes 
for you and your 

customers

Advanced 
Company 
Certificate 

Cost-efficient: 
already 

available from 
CHF 3'600/year

Also available as 
a partner solution

Evidence: 
Signed documents 
ensure integrity & 

authenticity

Signatures are 
Adobe ATL 
compliant 

High quality 
service from 

the Swiss Trust 
Center of 
QuoVadis



Functionality Sealsign Cloud

Legend to the functionality

1
Customer application sends 
documents to be signed to 
Sealsign Broker.

This can be done either through 
a web interface or an input folder 
(ioMonitor).

2
The Sealsign Broker, which is 
installed in the customer 
environment, calculates the hash 
values of the documents to be 
signed.

3
The hash values are sent to the 
QuoVadis Trustcenter for signing.  

QuoVadis never has insight into 
documents.

4
The hash values are signed with 
the required certificate and 
provided with a qualified time 
stamp.

5
The signed hash values are 
returned to the customer 
environment.

6
Through the Sealsign Broker they 
are locally merged with the 
documents. 

7
The end result are signed 
documents which can be 
archived electronically according 
to GeBüV.
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Customer application

Signed 
PDF
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Accept  
Terms and 
Conditions

        Client environment          QuoVadis 

Sealsign is also available on premise. Please contact your account manager.

Web interface or 
ioMonitor
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Archive
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Signed  
Hash value

Sealsign Broker
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Signature  
(regulated company seal, 

advanced company 
certificate)
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